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1 Introduction
This paper considers a single machine scheduling problem with release dates, due dates,

precedence constraints and aiming for the minimization of the maximum lateness or the sum
of completion times over a sampled set of release dates scenarios, either in a stochastic or
robust setting. The standard 2-stage approach for stochastic and robust scheduling on a single
machine considers first-stage decisions that output a full ordering (sequence) of the jobs (J-
SEQ) on the machine and second-stage decisions that set the job start times in accordance with
the information of a given scenario. In this paper, we study the performances of an alternative
2-stage solution method based on groups of permutable jobs. The method, initially presented in
[1], considers first-stage decisions that output only a partial ordering in the form of a sequence
of groups of permutable jobs (G-SEQ). Given a scenario, the second stage policy orders the
jobs inside each group according to the earliest realized release date first heuristic.

We introduce a constraint programming approach to compute an optimal G-SEQ solution
but show that in a limited time, it provides poor quality solutions on the largest instances
compared to a standard J-SEQ solution approach. We then design several heuristics that use
a portion of the time limit to obtain good quality J-SEQ starting solutions and then switch to
G-SEQ solutions via greedy or local search. The best G-SEQ heuristics outperform all of the
standard J-SEQ approaches under the same time limit.

2 Problem definition
The problem consists in scheduling a set of jobs N given uncertain release dates described

by a set of discrete scenarios S. We define a problem with |N | jobs and |S| scenarios as a tuple
P = (P, R, D, E, σ, γ) where pi ∈ P is the duration of job i, rs

i ∈ R is the release date of job i
in scenario s, di ∈ D is the due date of job i, E is the set of precedence constraints. Parameter
σ ∈ {max, avg} is the objective aggregator amongst scenarios, and γ ∈ {Lmax,

∑
Ci} is the

objective type.
We consider two different first stage decision settings for this problem : respectively job

sequences (J-SEQ) and sequences of groups of permutable jobs (G-SEQ). In the former setting
are the usual sequences : a total ordering of the jobs. Given a J-SEQ and a scenario, the best
associated start times are the left-shifted ones as semi-active schedules are dominant for our
objectives. In the latter setting, sequences of groups of permutable jobs, are ordered partitions
of the set of jobs. Because jobs within groups are not ordered, a G-SEQ represents a set of job
sequences. Given a G-SEQ and a scenario, we use the "Earliest release date first" heuristic to
compute a full job sequence, and then the corresponding left-shifted schedule. G-SEQs are in
theory better than J-SEQs because they generalize them, but due to the much larger search
space, in a limited time, it is not easy to predict which approach will give the best results.



G-SEQ J-SEQ
obj N CP Warm-CP Taboo GA Greedy CP Taboo GA Greedy
avg 10 1.0000 1.0000 0.9961 0.9997 0.9998 0.9537 0.9537 0.9537 0.9537
Lmax 20 0.9397 0.9993 0.9910 0.9967 0.9899 0.9479 0.9473 0.9476 0.9450

50 0.5717 0.9783 0.9934 0.9981 0.7561 0.9648 0.9620 0.9627 0.7439
100 0.3983 0.9639 0.9876 0.9931 0.5732 0.9853 0.9726 0.9720 0.5680

avg 10 0.9980 0.9997 0.9983 0.9997 1.0000 0.9793 0.9792 0.9793 0.9793∑
Ci 20 0.9611 0.9923 0.9949 0.9984 0.9968 0.9748 0.9743 0.9749 0.9749

50 0.8690 0.9813 0.9946 0.9988 0.9596 0.9786 0.9784 0.9798 0.9590
100 0.8394 0.9575 0.9712 0.9988 0.8876 0.9726 0.9631 0.9725 0.9060

max 10 1.0000 1.0000 0.9934 0.9996 1.0000 0.9614 0.9614 0.9614 0.9614
Lmax 20 0.9913 1.0000 0.9885 0.9971 0.9921 0.9624 0.9624 0.9624 0.9591

50 0.6950 0.9958 0.9923 0.9968 0.7709 0.9786 0.9785 0.9785 0.7664
100 0.4728 0.9896 0.9945 0.9954 0.6142 0.9934 0.9898 0.9893 0.6069

max 10 1.0000 1.0000 0.9968 0.9993 0.9999 0.9771 0.9771 0.9771 0.9771∑
Ci 20 0.9600 0.9935 0.9911 0.9969 0.9955 0.9749 0.9741 0.9745 0.9748

50 0.8496 0.9856 0.9921 0.9970 0.9543 0.9836 0.9814 0.9822 0.9604
100 0.8154 0.9653 0.9711 0.9943 0.8796 0.9902 0.9660 0.9735 0.8971

TAB. 1 – Performance comparison for all solvers (best score/solver score)

3 Solvers
We compare on the one hand G-SEQ solvers (* denotes a starting J-SEQ solution) :
— CP : Constraint programming model for G-SEQ and J-SEQ running on CP Optimizer.
— Warm-CP* : G-SEQ CP model guided with a starting J-SEQ solution.
— Greedy : A simple greedy heuristic, after shuffling the jobs, at each step it inserts the

jobs in an existing group or between existing groups to maximize the objective.
— Taboo* : A taboo list algorithm based on the neighborhood defined by moving one job

from a group to another group or between existing groups.
— GA* : A genetic algorithm in which the crossover operator is an adaptation of the one-

point crossover to G-SEQs.
And on the other hand we also propose GA*, Greedy and Taboo* heuristics producing standard
J-SEQ solutions based on similar neighborhoods to their G-SEQ counterparts.

4 Experimental results and comparisons
The solvers have been tested on a custom benchmark of instances generated using several

parameters : the number of jobs, the number of scenarios, the scenario variability, and the
density of the precedence graph. The solvers were run with a 5 minutes timeout. For warm
start solvers the output of the J-SEQ CP model after 1 minute was used as starting point for
the solver for the remaining 4 minutes.

Table 1 shows, for different objectives and number of tasks, the average ratio of the best score
reached by any solver to the score reached by the solver on the same instance. Results show
that even though for small problem, the CP G-SEQ solver manages to solve most instances
optimally, when the number of task increases, CP J-SEQ solver performs better than the CP
G-SEQ solver, especially for Lmax objective. However, we can see that several solvers (especially
Taboo and AG heuristics) are able to improve the average performance of the input sequence
more than J-SEQ solver is able to within the same time ; showcasing that it can be beneficial
to compute G-SEQ solutions, even within limited time.
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